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Department of Public Health
State House, Boston, December 5, 1923.

To the General Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
To the General Court oj the commonwealuj

In .ocord.nce with the provisions of Section 3!I of Chmte.-JO of

contain recommendations for legislative action, together with drafts of bills em
bodying legislation recommended. yours>

EUGENE R. KELLET
Public Health(

I New Methods of Treatment of Disease requiring Use of Hypodermic

Syringes.

the possession of hypodermic syringes and nee y
diabetic conditions

needles in their possession

II Regulation of Food Establishments.

In carrying out the inspection*! activities of the Division of Food and Dmgs of

“E—t: one type is * lonP
piece of legislation, very similar to the bakery legislation, and provides for a set

Western States. The other type of legislation is m operation in Indiana and

careful study of this matter it would appear that legislation general m
its scope would be more adaptable to Massachusetts conditions and the passage o
legislation of this nature is recommended.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

HI Inspection of Carcasses of Neat Cattle, Sheep and Swine

The inspection by local authorities of meat to be shipped from other states into

this state is for the most part unsatisfactory. Various instances ol illegal slaughter
ing of a serious nature have come to the notice of the Department during the pas
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few years. Massachusetts inspection is now being generally well carried out andinspectors are doing their duty. It is an unfair practice to allow neighboring statesto ship meat into Massachusetts without adequate inspection and the passage oflegislation which will render this practice difficult is recommended.

IV. Penalty for the Misbranding op Food.
General Laws, Chapter 94, Section 192, provides that the Department of Public

Health shall adopt certain rules and regulations and standards. General Laws,
Chapter 94, Section 190, provides a penalty for the manufacture of articles of
food which do not comply with the said rules, regulations and standards. General
Laws, Chapter 94, Section 191, although it mentions the rules, regulations and
standards, neglects to provide a penalty.

In cases recently brought under Section 191, which for failure properly to
mark packages of sausages containing sulphite preservatives the question of penalty
arose. The court held that since the regulations called for a certain label to be
placed upon the package, failure to so mark the package constituted “misbranding”,
and the penalty for misbranding therefore applied. Cases brought in Law'rence
for selling butter containing less than 80% fat were discharged. The court stated
that it apparently was a crime to sell butter containing less than 80% fat but in
no place in the statute could he find a penalty for so doing. Apparently additiona
legislation will be required to remedy this defect in the lawT and a recommendatio
for this purpose is herewith submitted.


